Shipping & Mailing
Inserting

RelayTM 7000/8000 inserters

High-volume mail demands
high-volume accuracy.
Get the fast, reliable mail assembly your business needs mailing after mailing.
Whether it’s sending out monthly bills to existing
customers or direct mail to build your business, your
mail is critical to your success. And getting it right isn’t
just important. It’s everything. Because these days a
single mistake can undo months of communications.

The Relay 7000 and 8000 inserters are specifically
designed to provide custom, reliable processing of
up to 200,000 pieces a month at high speed. So you
can be confident you’re not just sending your mail out
on time, but you’re sending the right information to
the right customer.

For more information, visit us online: greentrailsolutions.com

The same innovative document-integrity
technology used by the world’s largest mailers
When you consider that millions of bills, notices, health records and other
sensitive documents are sent to customers every day, you realize why it’s
so important for the mail to receive the highest privacy safeguards possible.
Now you can give your business the advantage of the very same customer
data privacy protection used by global companies.

Combine flexibility and accuracy
The Relay 7000/8000 inserters offer the options you need to meet the
demands of an ever-more-competitive marketplace and the increased pressure
of strict compliance regulations. Among them are 2D scanning and file-based
processing, which ensure that your most important mail reaches the right
customer on time every time.

Take on even the most complex mailings
You shouldn’t have to tailor your mail programs to the limitations of
your equipment. The Relay 7000/8000 inserters provide the flexibility to
insert pages into letter-sized or flat envelopes in the same mail run without
stopping the machine. Even better, setup is easy and fast.

Validate every page of a mailing against the intended mail file automatically with
file-based processing.

Relay multi-channel communications suite
TM

Your Legacy Print Stream

Add 2D barcode
and create MRDF

On-Premise Mailing

Relay inserter series
Accurately assemble mail

Relay communications hub
Communication Enhancement Software

Off-Premise Mailing
Business interruptions
or peak volumes

Digital Channels

Digital sending and
document archiving

Protecting private customer data is easier than you think
When it comes to your customers’ personal information,
“good enough” is never good enough. Fortunately, adding
the security of 2D barcodes to documents and file-based
processing to your workflow is simple with the Relay
communications hub.

Using existing print streams, this web-based software
allows you to add 2D barcodes and create the Mail Run
Data File (MRDF) for file-based processing, without
redesigning your documents.

Keep your mail moving without the worry
By working together, the Relay 7000/8000 inserters
and the Relay communications hub provide you with
best-in-class data privacy and workflow safeguards.
In the event of an unexpected business interruption

or production capacity overflow, the Relay
communications hub dynamically moves your
work offsite so your mail doesn’t stop.

The RelayTM 7000 and 8000 inserters Side-by-Side Comparison
Feature

Relay 7000

Relay 8000

5,400 per hour

5,400 per hour

120,000

200,000

C, Z, Half, Double, No Fold

C, Z, Half, Double, No Fold

OMR, 1D, 2D, File Based

OMR, 1D, 2D, File Based

Min: 127mm(W) x 135mm(H)
Max: 250mm(W) x 356mm(H)

Min: 127mm(W) x 135mm(H)
Max: 250mm(W) x 356mm(H)

Standard Sheet Feeder Capacity

350 Sheets

350 Sheets

Inserter Feeder Capacity

350 Inserts

350 Inserts

2,000 Sheets

2,000 Sheets

Letter Envelope Capacity

500 Envelopes

500 Envelopes

Max. Number of Feeders

8 (4 High-Capacity Sheet Feeders
+ 4 Sheet/Inserter Feeders)

8 (4 High-Capacity Sheet Feeders
+ 4 Sheet/Inserter Feeders)

Throughput
Monthly Capacity
Fold Options
Integrity Options
Media Sizes

High-Capacity Sheet Feeder Capacity

For more information, call Pitney Bowes at 1 800 322 8000 or visit us online:
pitneybowes.com/us/relayinserters

GreenTrail Solutions
645 N 12th St. Suite 301
Lemoyne, PA 17043
888-419-5743
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